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20mmtpa shortfall of LNG between 2008 and 2015 .
These market circumstances have stemmed,
primarily, from three issues.

LNG Juniors and the Market
Opportunities
By Hai Pham
The Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) industry outlook is
characterized as a very tight and dynamic market in
the near future. This issue, despite being a concern
for the market economy, opens opportunities for many
LNG junior players as well as new entrants. This
research is to provide some background on the
current LNG market and to elaborate on the issues
surrounding investment in LNG juniors. Then, it will
explain implications for small players as well as
investors.
The LNG industry is dominated by a handful of multinational

players

that

have

inter-related

set

of

1

ownerships across major LNG projects . The „gang of
six‟, including Woodside, BHP, Shell, Chevron, BP
and Japan Australia LNG, equally own the LNG
liquefaction plant North West Shelf that contributes
2

First, there is a substantial surge in demand in LNG,
especially in Asia Pacific. The reason is a combination
of many factors including sustained economy growth
in Asia; diversification of energy for local energy
security, changes in energy consumption due to
5

environmental policy . The global demand will triple
from 700 billion cubic feet in 2006 to 25 billion cubic
6

feet in 2015 . For Australia, Australian Bureau of
Agriculture and Resources Economics (ABARE)
projected the number of 150 mtpa as the demand for
LNG by importing countries for Australia compared to
1

the demand of 75mtpa in 2004 . Part of this increase
is not yet covered by long-term contracts, leading the
market to move toward shorter term trading as to
7

meet this unexpected demand .
Second, the tight market is due to a restricted LNG

$A12.75 billion in export revenue to the GPD .

supply. In spite of the abundant gas resources

Classically, the market has been underpinned by

underground and a large number of proposed

traditional bulky long-term contracts. Therefore, the

projects, many significant projects around the world

gap between supply and demand is minimal. For

(such as Sakhalin in Russia and Browse, Gorgon in

example, 90% of Australia‟s production is to support a

Australia) have been delayed due to escalating costs

long-term sale contract with Japan- the primary export

and lack of skilled and non-skilled labor . This is

3

4

customer .

especially true under the current credit crunch while

However, the future market outlook is predicted to
change rapidly with a mismatch between supply and
demand. It is anticipated that there will be up to a

many small firms find it hard to get capital access.
Third, domestic projects in Australia, such as those in
Western

Australia,

face

further

obstacles.

The

4
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Reservation policy imposed by the Government

vessels to ship LNG to areas of narrow waters and

requires new export projects to hold 15% of

small LNG receiving terminals . In Australia, LNG Ltd

production

the

operates small scale LNG projects that provide low

government is seeking a single LNG hub serving the

cost stranded LNG reserves to power generators in

Browse Basin, in order to maintain the country‟s

developing countries such as India and South Africa .

for

domestic

use.

Moreover,

9

10

environmental standards - which could be destroyed
by the separate facilities being proposed by various
companies

Finally, juniors can enter the field by quickly identifying
and gaining exploration acreage that is highly

8

prospective

regions,

like

when

Karoon

quickly

The tight market together with its greater opportunities

grasped two of the Browse Basin permits when

has many implications for small players and new

Woodside was focused entirely on Sunrise and North

entrants. These juniors can enter the field in many

West Shelf . “The only way you really gain control is

different ways.

being there first” as commented by Ian Tchacos,

3

11

Nexus Managing Director . Likewise, Nexus‟s growth
First, due to the intensive capital and technical

is recognized by its ability to buy assets in Victoria‟s

expertise requirements for LNG projects, small

Gippsland Basin and in the Timor Sea before the

players have to enter into partnerships with LNG

competition among energy giants push up the prices .

majors in order to operate projects. Examples include

Then, juniors have the opportunity to accelerate the

the partnership between junior Karoon Ltd and

process by selling down interest via various farm-in

ConocoPhillips in the Browse exploration, or Nexus

agreements to gain access to critically required

Energy Ltd and Shell Corporation in the Echuca

capital. Juniors in such circumstances run the risk of

9

3

Shoals project . Partnerships such as these enable

losing the control interest of their assets, due to

junior LNG firms to access the resources required to

bargaining power of the LNG majors .

3

complete such capital intensive projects. For example,
through partnerships with LNG majors, juniors firms

The three above mentioned opportunities of entering

are able to gain access to global resources and

the market for juniors have important implications for

expertise to overcome skill shortages and capital

investors. Since they are small, they are nimble. As

costs.

such, investors should keep an eye on their every
move in order to understand their strategy and future

On

the

other

hands,

juniors

who

operate

plans. For example, Karoon Ltd had a large share

independently will have to identify their niche market

price gain of 31% to $2.32 after the release of the

that they are capable of successfully penetrating.

information

that

Karoon

Ltd

and

its

partner,

These markets are usually located in areas that are
either physical or economical inaccessible by the
typically large LNG vessels. A very good example is
Gasnor, a Norwegian company, who operates small

8

EIA, International energy Outlook, 2008,
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/index.html
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http://webfiles.ebm.as/gasnor/Web/Small_scale_distribution_nettver
sjon_Gasnor.pdf
10
LNG Limited Corporate Presentation
http://www.lngtheenergylink.com.au/IRM/Company/ShowPage.aspx
?CPID=1058&PageName=Company%20Presentation%20August%
202007
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The market for Australia gas is booming,
http://www.abc.net.au/insidebusiness/content/2007/s2038549.htm
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ConocoPhillips expanded their acreage in Browse
12

Basin, one of Australia‟s premiere LNG provinces .
Similarly, MEO Ltd gained 21.7% when they swiftly
secured all-necessary environmental approvals for its
12

twin projects on the Tassie Shoal . Clearly, juniors
who are able to act quickly and proactively will be of
great investment interest. In all circumstances, those
juniors able to gain easy access to capital have a key
advantage of their peers in that they are not required
to rely on, potentially, costly partnership arrangements
with the majors.
In summary, three opportunities have been identified
for juniors and new entrants to tap into the LNG
market. These are the ability to join partnership with
LNG majors, develop for niche markets and, finally,
they can aim to proactively identify worthy exploration
acreage. The critical attributes of juniors include the
ability to act quickly and initiatively. Given their risky
investment profile, many LNG juniors offer significant
opportunity for high investment returns.

For any questions regarding the research, please
contact the author:
Hai Pham: hpham@bakersgroup.com.au
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LNG boom puts some heat under three Victorian juniors,
http://www.theage.com.au/news/business/lng-boom-puts-someheat-under-three-victorian-juniors/2007/04/22/1177180482725.html
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Disclaimer
This Research Note has been prepared for the use of Bakers Investment Group (Australia) Pty. Ltd. (“Bakers”) clients and may not be
redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written consent of Bakers.
The information used in this report was obtained from various sources and we do not guarantee it accuracy. Bakers makes no representations or
warranties whatsoever as to the data and information provided in any third party referenced source and shall have no liability or responsibility
arising out of or in connection with any such referenced source.
This Research Note is for general information only. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to
make an offer to buy or sell any securities or other investment or any options, futures or derivatives related to such securities or investments. It is
not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the
particular needs of any specific person who may receive this Research Note. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness
of investing in any securities, other investments or investment strategies discussed or recommended in this Research Note and should
understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realised. Investors should note that income from such securities or other
investment s, if any, may fluctuate and that the price or value of such securities and investments may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may
receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any information relating to the tax
status of financial instruments discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax advice. Investors are
urged to seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax professional.
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this
Research Note.
Officers of Bakers or one or more of its affiliates may have a financial interest in the securities of the issuer(s) or in related investments.
Copyright © 2009 Bakers Investment Group (Australia) Pty. Ltd. All rights reserved
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